Upon installation of any Fostech Outdoors, LLC bump fire stock, you are agreeing with this warning and the liability statement below. If you do not agree, please feel free to present your product back to Fostech Outdoors, LLC for a full refund as long as the unit is unused and returned within 30 days.

Fostech Outdoors, LLC specifically disclaims all responsibility for any death, injury or damage that may occur because of, or as a result of modification and/or the use or attempted use, of any Fostech Outdoors device including but not limited to the bumpski, when such use or attempted use is in conjunction with any firearm.

Firearms are inherently dangerous and by installing and using any of the Fostech bump fire stocks you agree to take full responsibility for your own actions both intentional and unintentional.

Fostech Outdoors, LLC will, universally, refuse to offer to repair or offer to repair of any damage to products due to modification, attempted modification, use or attempted use in conjunction with any firearm other than the model and caliber for which the manufacturer specifically intended. The bumpski is carefully engineered with your safety in mind. Any modifications or attempted modifications could result in a fatal incident.

Under no circumstances will Fostech Outdoors, LLC or any of its parents, affiliates or vendors (or any officers, directors, employees or agents of the parties, or its parents, affiliates or vendors) be liable for any indirect, incidental, consequential, special or exemplary damages (however or whenever arising), including, without limitation, death, damages for lost revenue, lost profits, anticipated profits, lost business or personal injury.
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Introduction:

The BUMPSKI is an accessory specifically designed to enhance the versatility and useful sporting purpose of your firearm, bringing more fun and excitement to your recreational firearm usage. Its patented concept of operation allows rapid selection between standard and bump fire modes, while drastically decreasing muzzle rise and felt recoil in both modes. The BUMPSKI works by using the recoil of the firearm to reset the trigger each time by the operator’s finger depressing the trigger for each and every round that is fired from the firearm. This action results in one round per one depression of the trigger.

The engineering excellence of The BUMPSKI continues through the selection of materials and quality of construction. It is designed with a minimum number of moving parts for ease of maintenance and assembly. The BUMPSKI is a robust and versatile accessory that is certain to add new dimension to your sporting pleasure.
Part Components:

The BUMPSKI consists of four main components & a small parts kit:

A. Attachment Bar
B. Lower Half
C. Cheek Rest
D. Finger Rest
E. Parts Kit

E. Parts Kit
   a. Allen wrench
   b. Tab Pin
   c. Tab Spring
   d. Tab
   e. Screws – 8 total
   f. Nut
**Function and Operation:**

The BUMPSKI does not change the mode of operation of the host firearm in any way. The operator’s finger still must depress the trigger once for each shot fired. The BUMPSKI simply utilizes the energy from the recoil of the firearm to assist this function.

To bump fire, one must hold the shooting finger on the appropriate finger rest while applying forward pressure with the opposite hand. As this process is being completed, it is highly encouraged to use light forward pressure, easing into the shooting motion of the use of the BUMPSKI. Applying to great of forward pressure could result in the firearm firing once and not bump firing thereafter.

To stop bump firing, one simply releases from the finger rest or stops applying forward pressure.

**Precautions:**

1. Identify that the weapons safety device is in the **SAFE** mode.
2. Remove the magazine from the rifle.
3. **ALWAYS** make sure to double check the chamber to insure that the chamber is free from debris and ammunition by performing a visual and tangible inspection.

*****SAFETY FIRST: DOUBLE CHECK YOUR FIREARM TO MAKE SURE IT IS NOT LOADED*****
Open the BUMPSKI box and confirm that all the hardware and components are enclosed. Again, make certain that the host firearm is safe or “clear”. Refer to the firearm manufacturer’s manual to determine the proper procedures to make your firearm safe.

Tools Needed:

1. Pliers
2. Allen Wrench
3. Screwdriver (Depending on current stock)

Assembly:

Assembling the BUMPSKI Lower Half:

1. Take the lower half out of the box.
2. Take the tab spring and tab pin and slide the spring over the pin.
3. Place Step 2 into the lower half of the BUMPSKI and thread the tab into the tab pin.
4. Take your pliers and gently grab the top of the tab pin and tighten till you feel that the screw has seated itself.

**Note: If this is not tight, the tab pin will cause friction with the Attachment Bar and vibrate loose**
5. Take the finger rest and attach to the bottom of the lower half with three screws. This can be done before or after one attaches a pistol grip.
**Note: The pistol grip is not included with the BUMPSKI. The BUMPSKI was designed to fit the majority of AK variant grips. All grips may not attach.

6. Attach the Cheek Rest to the rear of the lower half with three screws. (Pictured Below)

7. Tighten all screws and the lower half of the BUMPSKI assembly is complete. (Pictured Below)
Assembling the BUMPSKI upper half:

**Note: A working knowledge of how an AK lower is assembled is relative to complete the next portion of instructions. There are step by step video instructions available on our website**

**Note: This step can be dependent upon the type of firearm that you are installing. For instructional purposes below are the directions as to referring to a typical or standard AK-47 rifle that has a tang**

Attach the Attachment Bar to the firearm:

1. Remove the dust cover and carrier spring.
2. Remove the two screws that are in the rear trunion and tang.
3. Remove the old stock.
4. Slide the Attachment Bar into the receiver and attach it with two screws and nut.
5. Tighten the screws and the upper half the BUMPSKI is assembled.
Slide your lower half completed assembly onto the attachment bar. When sliding the lower half on, pull down gently on the tab in order for the lower to be placed into correct position.

**Note: It is good practice to apply a lubricant to the slide portion of the stock. This frees friction and allows the sliding portion of the stock to work without hindrance**

*****Complete Assembly Video available at fostechoutdoors.com*****

We at FosTech Outdoors, LLC again thank you for your purchase of our product. We are certain you will enjoy your experience. Our sales and service department can be reached from 8am-5pm Monday through Saturday at 812-524-7279.
Return Policy:

Our stocks have a 100% money back guarantee. Once you receive your stock if you are not completely satisfied, simply return the stock within 14 days for a full refund so long as the stock has not been altered or modified in any way. Once all parts are confirmed, a prompt refund will be executed.

***Their respective holders retain all rights to all Patents, Copyrights, and Trademarks***